
JOOLA - Rollomat PRO table tennis table
24_JT1152X

Details
The best selling JOOLA Rollomat PRO is a competition standard ITTF approved table
tennis table. This table is also available in an accessible version with recessed legs
designed to suit wheelchair play - this option must be specified when ordering. This table
is a one-part table with both halves of the table fixed to a single frame.

The table is supplied in blue as standard from stock. Green is available but may be
subject to longer lead time - we will contact you to confirm lead time if you specify green.
Accessible versions of this table are made to order - we will contact you to confirm lead
time if you specify this option.

The table features:

25mm JOOLA competition table top
extremely fast playing surface through special processed Polyester coating
extra sturdy metal 50mm x 50mm frame with 50mm x 40mm legs
automatic setup system with both halves of the table on one frame
stable, powder-coated metal undercarriage
double anti-tilting device
low storage space - 600mm wide x 1,750mm high in storage (4 tables stacked together are 2,400mm
wide)
complies with EN 14468-1 A

This table is supplied without a net and post set which must be ordered separately. - see the accessories for
our recommendation.
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SKU Options Available Colours

24_JT11521A Accessible

24_JT11521 Standard

24_JT11522A Accessible

24_JT11522 Standard
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